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Introduction

In this unit called “Work”, we will meet the actors involved in job recruitment
and job search and we will come to know different experiences of people working
abroad.

The first section, “Human Resources” introduces us to the Human Resources
Department. There is a description of the tasks performed in this department as
well as a detailed description of the hiring process. In the vocabulary section you
will see the translation of some words which appear in the text.

In the “Language in use” section there are some tips on what to do in a job
interview. Next, in the case study, we will see how Marise, a 23-year-old girl
who goes to an interview for the post as Personal Assistant advertised.

In the “Communication” section, we introduce two final examples of the social
language. You will learn the ways of expressing wishes and interchanging
opinions, and also what in English is called ‘question tag’, which is widely used
in conversations.

The grammar section is about the reported speech, a special syntactical structure
which is used when we report other people’s words. Specially important in this
section is the technique for changing from direct to reported speech.

In the second section, called “Job search”, there is a description of the process
of job searching. There are some tips on how to write a CV and also a sample
CV. In this section, you will also learn new vocabulary related to jobs in the
administration field.

In the “Language in use” section you will see some tips and useful phrases to write
a cover letter in English. Finally, in the case study, we will see Marise’s cover letter
to apply for the job as Personal Assistant advertised.

The “Communication” section has an eminently practical dimension. You will
learn about the techniques to write a curriculum vitae and a cover letter, which
usually accompanies the CV. You will also learn different tips for being successful
in a job interview.

In the grammar section,you will learn about the different types of conditional
sentences, their use and their syntactical structure, with examples of each.

The third section is called “Working abroad”. It may be useful for all those who
are planning to look for new experiences in their lives. The text gives some
good advice to all those who have decided to look for a job in another country
or simply to go and live abroad. In the forum, three people who are travelling to
Australia post their messages on the forum in order to meet new friends there. In
the vocabulary section you will see the translation of some words which appear in
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the text.

In the “Language in use” section there are three other experiences of people
moving to other countries. In addition, you will see the characteristics of a letter
of inquiry, some tips and useful phrases to write this type of letter, and finally a
case study with a sample letter.

The “Communication” section deals with two important aspects of written English:
how to translate a text, an activity which is very common in a working environ-
ment, and how to summarize a text, which will help you develop your reading
skills.

Finally, the grammar section introduces two different syntactical structures. On
one hand, the comparative and superlative sentences. On the other hand, the
relative sentences, which are commonly used in descriptions.

With this, we come to the end of the course. We hope that it has been useful for
you and that you have taken profit of all the resources available for you.

We wish you every success in your professional life!
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Learning objectives

At the end of this unit, you should be able to:

1. Understand oral messages in standard language through any means of commu-
nication, both in daily life situations and in the professional field of administration
and finance, and understand the contents of the message accurately.

• Identify the main idea in a message.

• Identify the finality of oral messages in standard language as wellas the tone
and feelinfs of the speaker.

• Get information from recorded messages in standard language related to the
professional field of administration and finance.

• Identify the points of view and attitude of the speaker.

• Identify the main ideas in a speech in standard language and at normal speed
about specific and abstract issues related to the field of administration and
finance.

• Understand the details of a message in standard language, even with
background noises.

• Identify the main ideas in a speeches, reports and professional presentations
related to the field of administration and finance.

• Be conscious of the importance of understanding a message as a whole, even
if you don’t understand all the words.

2. Understand complex written texts related to the field of administration and
finance and analize the contents comprehensively.

• Read a text with a high degree of autonomy, adapting the style and speed of
the reading to different types of text and objectives.

• Read the details of long and relatively complex texts related to the field of
administration and finance.

• Relate the text to its corresponding context.

• Quickly identify the contents and importanceof pieces of news, articles and
reportsrelated to the field of administration and finance and decide whether
a deeper analysis is necessary.

• Translate complex texts related to the field of administration and finance
using reference materials, if necessary.
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• Interpret technical messages in different means: post, fax and email, among
others.

• Interpret longand complexinstructions related to the professional field.

• Choose reference material and technical dictionaries and use automatic
translators.

3. Produce clear, well-organized oral messages frequently used in jobs related
to the field of administration and finance and analize the context of the situation,
adapting yourself to the other’s linguistic register.

• Identify the registers used in oral messages.

• Express yourself fluently,accurately and efficiently ina great variety of
professional and daily life situations, clearly establishing the relationship
between the different ideas.

• Express yourself spontaneously with the appropriate degree of formality
according to the situation.

• Use the appropriate protocol in formal and informal introductions.

• Make a correct use of the technical words related to the field ofadministra-
tion and finance as normally used in your profession.

• Express and defend your points of view clearly by using the appropriate
explanations and reasoning.

• Describe the steps in a process related to your professional field.

• Explain the choice of a specific option in detail.

• Require the repetition of a speech or part of a speech when necessary.

• Apply the appropriate interaction formulas normally used in your professi-
onal field.

4. Write texts normally used at work and in the daily life and use the appropriate
register for each situation.

• Write clear, detailed texts about a variety of issues related to the professional
field, summarizing and considering the information from different sources.

• Organize the information correctly, accurately and coherently and ask for
and/or give general and detailed information.

• Write reports related to the professional field pointing out the relevant
aspects and giving details to support your points.

• Fill in documents related to the professional field.

• Apply the standard rules and the specific vocabulary used to fill in adminis-
trative, accounting, fiscal and financial documents.
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• Summarize articles, pieces of news and other types of information related
to the professional field using a great variety of words to avoid frequent
repetitions.

• Understand the most important points in manuals, regulations, legislations
and other written texts as normally used in the field of administration and
finance.

• Use the appropriate protocol rules that apply to a specific document.

5. Show the appropriate attitude and behaviour in communicative situations as
established by international conventions.

• Define the most distinctive aspects of the customs of your professional field
in the use of a foreign language.

• Describe the social conventions of the English-speaking countries.

• Identify the values and beliefs which are characteristic of English-speaking
countries.

• Apply the social conventions in English-speaking communities.

• Identify the language traits of different regions.
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1. Human resources

The Human Resources Department is the division of a company focused on
activities related to employees. These activities normally include recruiting and
hiring of new employees, orientation and training of current employees, employee
benefits (health, medical and life insurance), and retention. Furthermore, they
act as intermediaries in dispute resolution. It is the job of the human resources
department to handle all employees’ complaints against other workers at the
company.

Another function of this department is risk management, including workers’ com-
pensation or safety inspection. They are also in charge of payroll administration,
dealing with sick leaves and vacation time.

1.1 The hiring process

With so many people looking for a job, finding people to work for a company
might seem very easy. However, finding and recruiting the best quality candidates
is not an easy task. This is one of the jobs of the Human Resources Department
(HR), they recruit the best people for the organization.

Usually, large companies have a formal hiring process which involves different
steps. First, the decision is made whether recruitment is necessary, then the
job description is prepared. The needs of the organization should be described
in the job advertisement. In general, a job advertisement should include: a
brief description of the organization, a description of the position, the duties and
responsibilities, the qualifications required for the post, the salary and benefits
attached to the post, the application deadline, the start date and a request for
references. Once the description is prepared, plans are made on how and when
this will be advertised.

Job advertisements have often been used as a method of recruitment, but there are
others:

• Internal recruitment: existing employees are given the opportunity to
apply for a vacancy, what sometimes is called “internal promotion”. The
advantage of this sort of recruitment is that it not only rewards employees,
but it also retains the organisation’s investment in the employee. At the same
time, it reduces the amount of time necessary to train the person for the new
position and the costs of recruitment.

• Employee referrals: employees are asked to recommend a person for the
new job position because employees mostly refer to people who would be
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a good match for the position and the organisation. The advantage is that
employees recruited by this system usually have some understanding of the
work of the organisation. The disadvantage is that this system goes against
the equality of opportunities and it often results in a high social cost for the
company.

• Internet recruiting: the job is posted on an internet job website. The most
outstanding advantages of this method are that the Internet job postings are
available to potential candidates 24 hours a day and that most job-seekers
looking for jobs use the Internet, so there is a wider range of candidates to
choose from.

After receiving the applications, candidates are usually invited for interviews
and selection tests. Psychometric tests help to assess an individual’s character
and abilities, and they are often used to ensure that a candidate is suitable for
a specific role. The most frequent kinds of psychometric tests measure cognitive
abilities, e.g. numerical and verbal reasoning tests. In addition, many test batteries
evaluate personality traits and decision making, e.g. personality questionnaires
and Situational Judgement Tests (SJT).

Language Notes

• Verbs + preposition: there are some verbs which are followed by a particular preposition,
and it does not necessarily be the one used in other languages. See the following.

– focus on: concentrar-se en.

– apply for: fer una sol·licitud per.

– result in: donar lloc a, donar com a resultat.

– choose from: triar entre.

• Gerund (-ing form) One of the uses of the gerund (-ing form) is to function as a noun. See in
the text:

– ”...include recruiting and hiring ... training...”: in this example, the -ing forms are the
direct object of the sentence.

– ”...finding people to work...”: in this example it is functioning as the subject of the
sentence.

• Connectors:

• To add information:

– Furthermore: it is used at the beginning of the sentence, and followed by a comma (,).

– also: it is used in the middle of the sentence.

– In addition,: it is usually used at the beginning of a sentence and followed by a comma
(,).

• Connectors of sequence:

– First: in the first place. Used at the beginning of a sentence, and followed by the first
thing in the sequence.

– “After receiving...”: this connector must always be followed by a noun or -ing form.
“After doing something”, or “After lunch”...

• To express contrast:
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– However: used at the beginning of the sentence and followed by a comma (,).

• The passive voice: in the passive sentences, the subject is not the person or thing that does
the action of the verb. Instead, this function is accomplished by the agent. We can see some
examples in the text:

• Present tense: we use the present tense of the verb “to be” + past participle.

– ”...the decision is made...”

– ”...the job description is prepared...”

– ”...the job is posted...”

– ”...candidates are invited...”

– ”...they are often used...”

– ”...plans are made...”

– ”...existing employees are given the opportunity to ...”: we could also say “the
opportunity is given to existing employees”.

– ”...employees are asked to recommend...”

• Modal verb: we use the modal verb + be + past participle.

– ”...should be described...”

• Future: we use “will”+ be + past participle.

– ”...will be advertised...”

• Present perfect: we use “have”/“has” + been + past participle.

– ”...have often been used...”

Taula 1.1. Vocabulary

Ability (n): habilitat Post (n): lloc de treball, càrrec

Advertise (v): anunciar, fer propaganda Post (v): publicar, penjar (a internet

Apply for (v): sol·licitar, demanar (formalment) Qualifications (pl n): qualificacions, aptituds

Assess (v): avaluar, valorar Recruit (v): contractar

Benefit (n): benefici Recruitment (n): contractació

Candidate (n): candidat References (pl n): referències

Deadline (n): termini, data límit Referral (n): recomanació (per part d’una persona),
referències

Duty (n): obligació, deure Responsibility (n): responsabilitat

Employee (n): empleat, treballador Reward (v): recompensar, premiar, gratificar

Evaluate (v): avaluar, valorar Role (n): paper, tasca (a dins d’una empresa)

Hiring process (n): procés de contractació Salary (n): salari

Internal recruitment (n): contractació interna Selection test (n): test de selecció

Job (n): feina, lloc de treball Test battery (n): bateria de preguntes

Job advertisement (n): anuncia de feina Train (v): entrenar, formar, instruir

Job-seeker (n): persona que busca feina Trait (n): tret, característica

Organization (n): organització, empresa, institució Vacancy (n): vacant

Position (n): lloc de treball, càrrec
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See an example of
dialogue between the

customer service and an
angry customer in the unit

‘Companies’, section
‘Customer service’ >
‘Language in use’.

1.2 Conflict resolution

When people work together, there is an unavoidable potential for conflict because
individuals often have different characters and different points of view and
therefore conflicts usually arise in the workplace. Broadly speaking, there are two
kinds of workplace conflicts: conflicts of ideas, which happen when two people
have opposite ideas about a specific issue, and a personality clash, that is, when
two members of an organization simply do not get along.

Workplace conflicts may be a costly problem because they can lead to downturns
in productivity and increases in absenteeism, but it may also be productive if it
is managed skillfully. An effective conflict management will neither affect work
productivity nor the health and quality of life of people at the workplace. On the
contrary, it might be a good opportunity of improving the work conditions and the
productivity of the business.

When a conflict at work arises, it is important to recognize and understand the
possible causes, characteristics and solutions in order to solve the problem. To do
so, it is advisable to follow these steps:

• Identify the problem.

• Talk it out until everyone agrees that there is a problem.

• Allow every person involved to clarify their perspectives and opinions about
the problem.

• Identify the ideal end result from each party’s point of view.

• Figure out what can realistically be done to discover newer and deeper levels
of understanding.

• Find an area of compromise or try to identify long-term goals which mean
something to everyone.

Many conflicts at work happen between the workers and the management as a
result of the difference in their respective interests. In order to defend their rights,
the workers have organized themselves in trade unions. In many companies, the
unions and the management have signed a collective bargaining agreement, which
is a document that guarantees the rights of the workers. When there is a conflict
between the workers and the management, the former may go on strike and stop
the production of a company in order to put pressure on the management.

Very often, conflicts also arise between the company and the customers, especially
when the customer is not satisfied with the product or the service which he or she
has received. To deal with this type of conflicts, many companies have a customer
service.

If you are in charge of a customer service and receive a complaint, you should
remember to remain always polite, no matter how aggressively the customer might
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act. Explain things clearly and be sure that the other person understands what can
be done. Do not hesitate to admit your own fault, if this might be the case, and do
not promise any action that cannot be accomplished.

Taula 1.2. Vocabulary

Absenteeism (n): absentisme laboral Issue (n): tema, qüestió

Agree (v): estar d’acord, compartir una opinió Long-term (adj): a llarg termini

Arise (v): produir-se, tenir lloc Management (n): patronal, direcció (grup de
directius)

Collective bargaining agreement (n): conveni
col·lectiu

Personality clash (n): xoc de personalitats

Complaint (n): queixa, reclamació Point of view (n): punt de vista

Conflict (n): conflicte Polite (adj): educat, amb bones maneres

Conflict management (n): gestió de conflictes Potential (adj): potencial

Costly (adj): costós, car Productive (adj): productiu

Customer service (n): servei al client, servei post
venda

Productivity (n): productivitat

Downturn (n): caiguda, recesió Right (n): dret

Fault (n): culpa Skillfully (adv): hàbilment, amb habilitat

Figure out (v): esbrinar, descobrir, trobar, saber Solve (v): solucionar, resoldre

Get along with (v): tenir bones relacions amb (algú) Strike (n): vaga

Go on strike (v): fer vaga Talk out (v): parlar, discutir (per a resoldre un tema)

Goal (n): objectiu Trade union (n): sindicat

Hesitate (v): dubtar, tenir dubtes Unavoidable (adj): inevitable

Improve (v): millorar Understanding (n): acord, coincidència (de punts de
vista)

Increase (n): augment, ascens Worker (n): treballador

Individual (n): individu, persona Workplace (n): lloc de treball

1.3 Language in use

The job interview is one of the significant factors in hiring, which will help the
employer to determine if the candidate’s qualifications, experience, workplace
preferences, and salary needs are congruent with the position and the organization.

Before going for a job interview, candidates should prepare for it. First, they should
conduct a research about the company or organization and read the job description
thoroughly. They should also locate the place for the interview and plan the trip
to reach there on time. They should dress properly, and feel confident. Previously,
they should review common interview questions and prepare responses. See an
example below:

Case study

The company G&A has published a job advert (ref. 078) to fill the vacancy on the website
FindyourJob.co.uk. Marise has sent her curriculum and cover letter to the company, and
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she has been selected for an interview. The interviewer, Mr Gordon Graham, is the head of
the Human Resources (HR) department.

Job advert

Personal Assistant (PA)

Salary: £2,000

Location: Liverpool

Date Posted: 24 Apr-2016

Description post:

We are currently recruiting for an experienced PA/Business Support Officer for a busy
department in Liverpool. This is a temporary position to start asap* on an ongoing basis.

Responsibilities: Diary management, arranging meetings and prioritising workloads. To
provide high calibre secretarial services in the drafting and production of business letters,
reports, agendas, papers, minutes, spread sheets and presentations.

* asap: as soon as possible

Add to My Shortlist

Marise’s information

Marise is 23 years old and lives in Warrington. She is responsible and hardworking. She
always studies hard and likes facing challenges. She is good at computers and adapts to
new software easily, though she hates data loss. She considers that her bad side is that she
is too talkative and she likes to gossip. In the future she would like to become an efficient PA
in a big company. Her plans are to study for a Masters degree on Business Management.
She plans to finish her degree and apply for a job as PA. She does not like travelling far to go
to work, but she can adapt if the job meets her expectations. She wants to work with friendly
people. She likes to work alone because she works harder. Her hobby is rockclimbing. She
expects a salary between 1500 and 2500 pounds per month. She is willing to work extra
hours if there is the need. She can handle stress very well. She has experience with very
tight schedules.

Job Interview

Mr Graham: Tell me about yourself.

Marise: My name’s Marise, I’m 23 years old and I’m from Warrington. I’m a responsible
and a hardworking person.

Mr Graham: What are your strengths? Best skills?

Marise: Well, I always study hard and I like facing challenges. I’m good at computers, and
I adapt to new software easily.

Mr Graham: What is your major weakness?

Marise: Maybe I’m a bit too talkative, and I like gossiping, but I always try to stop it.

Mr Graham: What are your career goals? Future plans?

Marise: My goals?... I would like to become an efficient PA in a big company. I’m planning
to study for a Masters degree on Business Management. As soon as I finish my degree I
will apply for a job as PA.

Mr Graham: What things are most important to you in a work situation?

Marise: I prefer not to travel far to go to work, and I like to work with friendly people.
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Mr Graham: If you had a choice, would you prefer to work alone or as part of a team? Why?

Marise: If I had the choice, I would prefer to work alone because I work harder.

Mr Graham: What are your hobbies?

Marise: I love rockclimbing.

Mr Graham: What salary are you expecting?

Marise: I would like to earn between 1500 and 2500 pounds per month.

Mr Graham: You may have to face stressful situations. Can you handle it? Do you have
any similar experience?

Marise: I can handle stress very well. I have experience with very tight schedules.

Mr Graham: If you had a deadline approaching, and you didn’t have time to meet it, what
would you do?

Marise: If I didn’t have time to meet the deadline, I would work extra hours.

Taula 1.3. Vocabulary

Agenda (n): ordre del dia (en una reunió) Job advert (n): anunci de feina

Apply for a job (v): demanar una feina Job interview (n): entrevista de feina

Arrange meetings (v): organitzar reunions Locate (v): localitzar

Candidate (n): candidat Minutes (pl n): acta (d’una reunió)

Career goal (n): objectiu laboral Position (n): lloc de treball, càrrec

Conduct (v): portar a terme, realitzar Prioritise workloads (v): establir prioritats (a la
feina)

Confident (adj): segur de sí mateix Qualification (n): qualificació, aptitud

Congruent (adj): congruent, consistent, coherent Recruit (v): contractar

Cover letter (n): carta de sol·licitud (d’una feina) Report (n): informe

Curriculum (n): curriculum vitae Research (v): investigar, fer recerca

Deadline (n): termini, data límit Response (n): resposta

Diary management (n): gestió de l’agenda Salary need (n): necesitat laboral

Dress properly (v): vestir de forma adequada Spreadsheet (n): full de càlcul

Draft (v): esboçar, fer un borrador Strength (n): punt fort

Employer (n): empresari, la persona que dóna feina Talkative (adj): xerraire, que parla molt

Expectations (pl n): expectatives Team (n): equip

Experience (n): experiència Temporary position (n): feina temporal

Experienced (adj): experimentat, amb experiència Thoroughly (adv): a fons

Face challenges (v): assumir reptes Tight schedule (n): horari intensiu

Feel confident (v): sentir-se segur de sí mateix Trip (n): itinerari, desplaçament

Finish (her) degree on (v): treure’s el títol de Vacancy (n): vacant

Gossip (v): xafardejar, fer el xafarder Weakness (n): debilitat, punt dèbil

Hardworking (adj): treballador, que treballa molt Work extra hours (n): fer hores extres

Hiring (n): contractació Workplace (n): lloc de treball
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1.3.1 Communication: wishes and opinions

Expressing a wish or give an opinion are very common functions in oral com-
munication. We spend most of or time expressing our wishes and our opinions,
or listening to other people’s. There are different ways of expressing a wish and
giving opinions, so we should be familiar with all of them to choose the most
appropriate way in each situation.

Wishes

There are different options to express a wish in English. The most common one
is with the expression would like, but we can also use the verb wish (Cat. desitjar)
and a number of other expressions.

Would like
We can use would like in different sentence structures to refer either to the present,
to the past and to the future.

1. Wishes referring to the present and to the future:

A) I WOULD LIKE + TO + BASE FORM + ...

• I would like to see you. (Cat. Et voldria veure.)

• I would like to stay a little longer. (Cat. Em voldria quedar una mica més /
M’agradaria quedar-me una mica més.)

B) I WOULD LIKE + DIRECT OBJECT + TO + BASE FORM + ...

• I would like Mr Johnson to be nicer. (Cat. M’agradaria que Mr Johnson fos
més simpàtic.)

• I would like you to call the director right now. (Cat. Voldria que truquessis
al director ara mateix.)

C) I WOULD LIKE + NOUN

• I would like a coffee. (Cat. Voldria un cafè.)

• I would like a new opportunity. (Cat. Voldria una nova oportunitat.)

2. Wishes referring to the past:

D) I WOULD HAVE LIKED + TO + BASE FORM ...

• I would have liked to be elected. (Cat. M’hagués agradat haver sortit elegit.)
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• I would have liked to speak better French. (Cat. M’hagués agradat parlar
millor el francès.)

E) I WOULD HAVE LIKED + DIRECT OBJECT + TO + BASE FORM...

• I would have liked him to be more polite. (Cat. M’hagués agradat que [ell]
hagués estat més educat.)

• I would have liked the job to be more interesting. (Cat. M’hagués agradat
que la feina fos més interessant.)

The verb ’wish’

The meaning of I wish that ...
The expression I wish that is not usually translated literally into Catalan or
Spanish. These two languages use an equivalent expression instead (Cat.
Tant de bo..., Sp. Ojalá...) For example: I wish (that) it rained. (Cat. Tant
de bo plogués!, Sp. ¡Ojalá lloviera!).

This verb appears in different sentence structures to express a wish in the past, the
present or the future. The past tense of wish (wished) is very little used.

1. Wishes referring to the present and to the future:

A) I WISH + (THAT) + SUBJECT + VERB IN PAST SIMPLE + ...

• I wish (that) you were more sociable. (Cat. Tant de bo fossis més sociable.)

• I wish (that) you came with us next week. (Cat. Tant de bo vinguessis amb
nosaltres la setmana que ve.)

B) I WISH + TO + BASE FORM

• I wish to speak to you as soon as possible. (Cat. Voldria parlar amb tu el
més aviat possible.)

• I wish to tell you something. (Cat. Voldria dir-te una cosa.)

C) I WISH + INDIRECT OBJECT + DIRECT OBJECT

• I wish you a very good morning. (Cat. Et desitjo un molt bon dia.)

• I wish the new secretary good luck. (Cat. A la nova secretària li desitjo
bona sort.)

D) I WISH + FOR + NOUN
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• I wish for a glass of water. (Cat. Voldria un got d’aigua.)

• I wish for a better salary. (Cat. Voldria un salari millor.)

2. Wishes referring to the past:

E) I WISH + (THAT) + SUBJECT + VERB IN PAST PERFECT (had + past
participle)...

• I wish (that) I had been here before. (Cat. Tant de bo hagués estat aquí
abans.)

• I wish (that) I had taken an umbrella. (Cat. Tant de bo hagués agafat un
paraigua.)

In a that-clause, that can be omitted from the sentence, as it usually happens
with this conjunction. On the other hand, the form of the verb be in the that-
clause is were for all persons, including the first and third persons. So we
must say:

• I wish I were richer. (Cat. Tant de bo fos més ric.)

• I wish Sam were here to watch all this. (Cat. Tant de bo Sam fos aquí
per a veure tot això.)

Other ways of expressing a wish
Other verbs that can be used to express wishes are want (Cat. voler) and desire
(Cat. desitjar). The difference in the use of want and wish is that want is used for
something which is possible to obtain, whereas wish usually refers to something
which is more difficult to obtain. On the other hand, Desire has the same meaning
as wish, but it is used in more formal situations. Sometimes, the expression If only
... (Cat. Si almenys ...) is used instead of wish.

The uses of these forms are the following:

A) I WANT/DESIRE + TO + BASE FORM + ...

• I want to go to Mr Smith’s speech tonight. (Cat. Aquesta nit vull anar a la
conferència de Mr Smith.)

• I desire to be alone, please. (Cat. desitjo estar sol, si us plau.)

• I wanted to come earlier, but it was impossible. (Cat. Volia venir abans,
però ha estat impossible.)

B) I WANT/DESIRE + DIRECT OBJECT + TO + BASE FORM + ...

• I want you to sit down and listen. (Cat. Vull que seguis i escoltis.)
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• I desired him to relax, but he was hysterical. (Cat. Desitjava que es calmés,
però estava histèric.)

C) I WANT/DESIRE + NOUN

• I wanted some paper for the printer. (Cat. Volia paper per a la impressora.)

• I desire a peaceful evening. (Cat. Desitjo una tarda tranquil·la.)

D) IF ONLY + SUBJECT + VERB IN PAST SIMPLE... (referring to the present
and to the future)

• If only I had money! (Cat Si almenys tingués diners!)

• If only you were a little more intelligent! (Cat. Si almenys fossis una mica
més intel·ligent!)

E) IF ONLY + SUBJECT + VERB IN PAST PERFECT... (referring to the past)

• If only I had taken the mobile! (Cat. Si almenys hagués agafat el mòbil!)

• If only they had finished their work! (Cat: Si almenys haguessin acabat la
feina!)

Opinions

There are different ways of expressing our opinions and asking for and responding
to other people’s opinions.

Asking for an opinion:

• What do you think of (the salaries)? (Cat. Què opines [dels salaris]?)

• Do you think that (the salaries are good)? (Cat. Creus que [els salaris estan
bé]?)

• Do you believe in (justice)? (Cat. Creus en [la justícia]?)

• What’s your opinion about (the salaries)? (Cat. Quina és la teva opinió
sobre [els salaris]?)

• What does the company think about (the present crisis)? (Cat. Què en pensa
l’empresa de [la crisi actual]?)

Giving an opinion:

The most common ways of expressing opinions are:

• With the verb think (Cat. creure, opinar)
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• With the verb believe (Cat. creure)

We can use both verbs indistinctly, but believe expresses a stronger opinion than
think.

The common syntactical structure to these verbs is:

A) SUBJECT + THINK/BELIEVE + (THAT) + CLAUSE

In the spoken language, we can omit the conjunction that.

Here are some examples:

• I think (that) the film is very interesting. (Cat. Crec/Opino que la pel·lícula
és molt interessant.)

• I think (that) you should wait a little longer. (Cat. Crec/Opino que hauries
d’esperar una mica més.)

• I think (that) you shouldn’t talk to your boss like that. (Cat. Crec/Opino que
no hauries de parlar-li així, al teu cap.)

• I believe (that) he has been wrong to leave his wife. (Cat. Crec que ha fet
malament de deixar la seva dona.)

• I don’t believe (that) we can get out of this crisis so easily. (Cat. No crec
que puguem sortir tan fàcilment d’aquesta crisi.)

The verb believe can also have the following structure:

B) SUBJECT + BELIEVE + IN + NOUN

For example:

• I believe in justice. (Cat. crec en la justícia.)

• I don’t believe in people’s stupidity. (Cat. No crec en l’estupidesa de la
gent.)

Negative opinions
To express a negative opinion, we can change the main verb (think, believe)
or the verb in the subordinate clause into the negative form. For example,
we can say:

• I don’t think (that) this is correct.

• I think (that) this is not correct.

Apart from verbs think and believe, we can introduce an opinion with a some
expressions, as for example:

• In my opinion,... (Cat. En la meva opinió,...)
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• In my view,... (Cat. En la meva opinió,...)

• From my point of view,... (Cat. Des del meu punt de vista,...)

• As far as I’m concerned,... (Cat. Pel que a mi respecta,...)

• As I see it,... (Cat. Tal com jo ho veig,...)

All these expressions are placed at the beginning of the sentence and, in the written
form, they are separated from the rest of the sentence by a comma (,).

Examples:

• In my opinion, the director should resign. (Cat. En la meva opinió, el
director hauria de dimitir.)

• In my view, you should take the bus to come to work. (Cat. En la meva
opinió, hauries de venir a treballar en autobús.)

• From my point of view, the salaries are too low. (Cat. Des del meu punt de
vista, els salaris són massa baixos.)

• As far as I’m concerned, I wouldn’t say anything. (Cat. Pel que a mi
respecta, jo no diria res.)

• As I see it, we shouldn’t go on strike. (Cat. Tal com jo ho veig, no hauríem
de fer vaga.)

Responding to opinions
When people respond to an opinion, they can agree or disagree with that opinion.
Accordingly, we can respond to an opinion in the following way:

• I agree. (Cat. Hi estic d’acord.)

• I don’t agree. (Cat. No hi estic d’acord.)

• I disagree. (Cat. No hi estic d’acord.)

For example:

• I think we should do something big. - Yes, I agree.

• I think Emma should learn English. - I disagree/I don’t agree (I think French
is more appropriate in her case).

Be careful with the verbs agree and disagree. It is wrong to say: I am agree,
I am disagree, I am not agree, etc.

Other options to respond to opinions are these:
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• I share/don’t share your opinion. (Cat. Comparteixo/No comparteixo la teva
opinió.)

• I’m of the same opinion as you. (Cat. Sóc de la teva mateixa opinió.)

• I’ve got the same/a different opinion. (Cat. Tinc la mateixa/una altra
opinió.)

• I don’t see things that way. (Cat. Jo no ho veig d’aquesta manera.)

To respond to opinions, it is very common to use expressions like: so do I, neither
do I, etc. These expressions have a special structure:

• To agree: I believe he should wait. - So do I. (Cat. Jo també.)

• To agree: I believe he shouldn’t wait. - Neither do I. (Cat. Jo tampoc.)

• To disagree: I think he should wait. - But I don’t. (Cat. Doncs jo no.)

• To disagree: I think he shouldn’t wait. - But I do. (Cat. Doncs jo sí.)

The correct structures are the following:

1. Agree to affirmative statements:

• SO + AUXILIARY VERB/MODAL + SUBJECT

Examples:

• I like swimming. - So do I / So does John, etc.

• He’s very intelligent. - So am I / So are we / So is my little daughter, etc.

• You can speak English very well. - So can you / So can Laura, etc.

2. Agree to negative statements:

• NEITHER + AUXILIARY VERB/MODAL + SUBJECT

Examples:

• I don’t like swimming. - Neither do I / Neither do we / Neither does she, etc.

• He’s not very intelligent. - Neither are you / Neither am I / Neither is my
daughter, etc.

• You can’t speak English very well. - Neither can you / Neither can Mr
Larson, etc.

3) Disagree to affirmative statements:
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• BUT + SUBJECT + AUXILIARY VERB/MODAL (in negative)

Examples:

• I like swimming. - But I don’t / But John doesn’t, etc.

• He’s very intelligent. - But I’m not / But we aren’t / But my daughter isn’t,
etc.

• You can speak English very well. - But you can’t / But Mr Larson can’t, etc.

4) Disagree to negative statements:

• BUT + SUBJECT + AUXILIARY VERB/MODAL (in affirmative)

Examples:

• I don’t like swimming. - But I do / But John does, etc.

• He isn’t very intelligent. - But I am / But we are / But my daughter is, etc.

• You can’t speak English very well. - But you can / But Mr Larson can, etc.

Question tags

The term ‘question tag’ refers to a short question which we add to a statement to
make sure that the other person has heard or understood what said. Question tags
are used in the spoken language. The Catalan equivalent to an English question
tag would be: oi?, no és cert? The Spanish equivalent would be ¿verdad?, ¿no es
cierto?

In English, the question tags are more complex than in Catalan or Spanish because
the structure depends on the sentence to which it is attached.

Here are the different structures of the question tags.

1) Affirmative statements:

• AUXILIARY/MODAL VERB (in negative) + SUBJECT (pronoun)

Examples:

• Peter is always on time, isn’t he? (Cat. En Peter sempre és puntual, oi?)

• You can come at the weekends, can’t you? (Cat. Pots venir els caps de
setmana, oi que sí?)

• Mary speaks German, doesn’t she? (Cat. la Mary parla alemany, no?)

2) Negative statements:
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• AUXILIARY/MODAL VERB (in affirmative) + SUBJECT (pronoun)

Examples:

• They haven’t had dinner yet, have they? (Cat. Encara no has sopat, oi que
no?)

• We shouldn’t eat in the office, should we? (Cat. No hauriem de menjar al
despatx, oi que no?)

• You don’t like computers, do you? (Cat. No t’agraden els ordinadors, oi
que no?)

1.3.2 Grammar reference: the reported speech

We use a type of sentence called the reported speech when we repeat or explain
what has been said before. What people actually say is called direct speech. In the
written language, the direct speech is always in inverted commas (”...”).

Here is an example of a sentence in direct speech and in the reported speech:

• Direct speech: “I never get up before eight,” John said.

• Reported speech: John said that he never got up before eight.

A sentence in the reported speech is composed of:

1) A main clause: John said...

2) A subordinate clause: ...that he never got up before eight.

The verb in the main clause is called reporting verb. Typically, the reporting verbs
are: say, tell, explain, ask, etc. They are generally in the past simple. The structure
of the suborninate (or reported) clause depends on whether we are reporting a
statement, a questions, a command, a request or a suggestion.

Reporting statements

The reported statements have the following characteristics:

• The most common reporting verbs are: said, told, explained, and a few
others. Their use depends on how accurate we want to be in our description,
but said and told are good for all occasions.

• The reported statement is introduced by the conjunction that. In spoken
language, that is often omitted.

Examples of reported statements:
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• Direct speech: “We don’t like sports very much”, Stephanie said.

• Reported speech: Stephanie said that they didn’t like sports very much.

• Direct speech: Mr Larson: “The company will invest in new areas”.

• Reported speech: Mr Larson explained that the company would invest in
new areas.

• Direct speech: “I wasn’t at home last night”, Jack told me.

• Reported speech: Jack told me that he hadn’t been at home the night before.

• Direct speech: Mary Anne: “Look! My parents have given me these
earrings as a Christmas present”.

• Reported speech: Mary Anne said that her parents had given her those
earrings as a Christmas present.

Say/tell
The verbs say and tell have similar meanings (Cat: dir, explicar), but they
are used differently:

• say does not admit an indirect object. For example, it is wrong to say:
He said me that.... If we need to include the object, we must say: he
said to me that....

• tell admits an indirect object. We can say: he told me that..., I told
John that..., etc. We must use the verb tell when we want to express
the indirect object.

Reporting questions

We should distinguish between yes/no questions and wh-questions. The structure
is a little different in one case or the other.

Reporting yes/no questions:

The characteristics of reported yes/no questions are the following:

• The most common reporting verb is asked.

• The reported question is introduced with the conjunction if or whether (Cat.
si), with no difference in meaning. This conjunction is never omitted in the
spoken language.

• The reported question has the same syntactical structure of a statement.
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Here are some examples of reported yes/no questions:

• Direct speech: “Are you happy in your new job, Matias?”, I asked him.

• Reported speech: I asked Matias if he was happy in his new job.

• Direct speech: Sandra: “Did you go out yesterday?”

• Reported speech: Sandra asked me if I had gone out the night before.

• Direct speech: “Have you ever been to New Zealand?, Maggie asked me.”

• Reported speech: Maggie asked me whether I had ever been to New
Zealand.

Reported wh-questions:

The characteristics of wh-questions are the same as those of yes/no questions,
except for the following:

• the reported wh-question is introduced by the interrogative pronoun of the
direct speech.

Examples of reported wh-questions:

• Direct speech: Danny: “How old are your children?”

• Reported speech: Danny asked me how old my children were.

• Direct speech: “When did you start working in this company?”, Peter asked
Laura.

• Reported speech: Peter asked Laura when she had started working in that
company.

• Direct speech: Bob: “Why didn’t you tell me that you had no money?”

• Reported speech: Bob asked me why I hadn’t told him that I had no money.

Reporting commands, suggestions and requests

Reported commands, suggestions and requests have some distinctive characteris-
tics. For this reason, it is necessary to study them in a separate section.

Reported commands:

The characteristics of reported commands are these:
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• Typical reporting verbs are: asked (me), told (me), ordered (me).

• There is no conjunction to introduce the reported command.

• In reported commands, the verb is expressed in the infinitive form with the
preposition to. In negative, the correct form is not to.

Examples of reported commands:

• Direct speech: Mr Wilson: “Come here, Jane!”.

• Reported speech: Mr Wilson asked Jane to go there.

• Direct speech: “Don’t leave until you finish you work!”, the boss ordered
Jim.

• Reported speech: The boss ordered Jim not to leave until he had finished
his work.

Reported suggestions:

The characteristics of reported suggestions are these:

• The reporting verb is: suggested (me).

• The reporting clause is with that and (usually) the modal should.

• With the reporting verb suggest, we can also use the gerund (V-ing) in the
reported suggestion.

Examples of reported suggestions:

• Direct speech: “Let’s go to the mountains next summer”, Teresa suggested.

• Reported speech (I): Teresa suggested that we should go to the mountains
the following summer/next summer.

• Reported speech (II): Teresa suggested going to the mountains the following
summer/next summer.

• Direct speech: “Why don’t you speak to Mr Jameson about this?”, Peter
suggested.

• Reported speech (I): Peter suggested that I should speak to Mr Jameson
about that.

• Reported speech (II): Peter suggested speaking to Mr Jameson about that.

Reported requests:

The characteristics of reported requests are these:
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• Requests are very much like commands.

• The reporting verbs are usually asked (me) or told (me).

• In reported requests, the verb is expressed in the infinitive form with the
preposition to.

• In reported requests, we can also use the modal verbs could or would.

Examples of reported requests:

• Direct speech: “Could you speak louder, please?”, the audience told me.

• Reported speech (I): The audience told me to speak louder.

• Reported speech (II): The audience asked me if I could speak louder.

• Direct speech: “Will you translate this text for me please?”, Mark asked
me”.

• Reported speech (I): Peter asked me to translate that text for him.

• Reported speech (II): Peter asked me if I would translate that text for him”.

• Direct speech: Can you help me?”, Sarah asked me.

• Reported speech (I): Sarah asked me to help her.

• Reported speech (II): Sarah asked me if I could help her.

Ask/Tell in the reported speech
The verbs ask and tell have two meanings. Their primary meanings are:

• Ask (Cat. preguntar): used to report questions.

• Tell (Cat: dir, explicar): commonly used to report statements.

Another meaning of these verbs is:

• Ask/Tell (Cat. demanar): used to report commands and requests.

Changing from direct to reported speech

When we need to change a sentence from direct speech to reported speech, we
should consider the following:

• In the reported statement, the pronouns must maintain the same reference
as in the direct speech. This means that we must often change the pronouns
to adapt them to the new point of view.
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• We must change the verb tense in the reported statement because there is a
change in the time reference. The reported statement usually refers to words
that were pronounced in the past.

• We must also change other elements like demonstratives and adverbial
expressions of time to adapt them to the new point of view and maintain
their validity.

The table shows the different changes that take place when changing from direct
speech into reported speech.

Taula 1.4. Changes in reported speech

Direct speech Reported speech Direct speech Reported speech

Verb tenses Adverbials of time

present simple past simple today that day

present continuous past continuous yesterday the day before

present perfect past perfect tomorrow the next day
the following day

past simple past perfect tonight that night

past continuous past continuous next week, etc. the next week
the following week

past perfect past perfect last week, etc. the week before

will would now then

can could Adverbials of place

must had to here there

should should Demonstratives

may might this that

might might these those

Adverbials of time in the reported speech
We do not always need to change the adverbials of time. The changes only
occur when at the moment of speaking the time reference is no longer true.
For example, if we report the sentence: I’ll go next week, we must not change
the adverbial if we report whithin the same week. In this case, we must
say: he said he would go next week because at the moment of speaking the
expression next week is still true.
On the other hand, if we report the sentence after the week has passed, we
must say: he said he would go the following week because the expression
next week is no longer true at the moment of speaking.

Here is a practical example to help you change a sentence from the direct speech
to the reported speech.

Imagine that you need to report the following question:

• “Where does your brother live?”, Mr Smith asked me.
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Ask yourself the following questions:

1. What type of sentence do I need to report? It is a wh-question, so I must
think about the characteristics of reported wh-questions and remember an
example that can serve me as a guide.

2. Which is the structure of the reported speech? The structure is: a main
clause (which includes the reporting verb) and a subordinate clause (the
reported question).

3. Which are the subject and the verb of the main clause? The subject is
Mr Smith and the verb is asked me. So I can start like this: Mr Smith asked
me...

4. How do I introduce a reported wh-question? I introduce it with the
interrogative pronoun, so I must say: Mr Smith asked me where....

5. Which is the correct structure of a reported question? It is the same
structure of a statement, so I must not use the auxiliary verb does. The
correct structure is: S+V (conjugated in the correct tense).

6. What elements of the question do I need to change?: I need to change
the verb tense because we change the time reference, and also the pronoun
you because we change our point of view.

7. Do I need to change the subject, too? Sometimes we must change it, but
not in this example because it is in the third person (your brother).

8. How do I change the verb and the pronoun? For the verb, I can check
the list of changes: the verb in direct speech is does live and this is present
simple, and the table says that the present simple changes to past simple, so
the form must be lived (I should remember not to use the auxiliary verb do
because it is a reported question, not a direct question).

9. And the pronoun? I must adapt it to my point of view because I am the
person speaking. Mr Smith said to me: your bother, so this is my brother.

10. Is that all? Yes, that’s all. Now I can write the reported sentence: Mr
Smith asked me where.., but I must think of the correct order: where lived
my brother or where my brother lived? The correct order is: S+V, as in a
statement, so it is: ...where my brother lived.

11. Therefore, which is the correct sentence? The correct sentence is: Mr
Smith asked me where my brother lived.
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2. Job search

Looking for a job is very important for anyone. You may have just got your degree
and are looking for your first job, or you have lost your current job and need to
look for a new one, or you simply wish for a change and are looking for something
different.

In all these cases, your success will largely depend on the job market (the
unemployment rate), but you may favour your search by following a job searching
process, which includes the preparation of your curriculum vitae, the writing of a
cover letter and possibly a job interview.

Speaking English is an essential skill in order to find a job, but in case you must go
to a job interview, you may also need to consider your non-verbal communication.

2.1 The job searching process

“If you love the job, the job will love you.”

The ‘job seeking process’ can be defined as the set of activities directed to find a
job that suits the applicant’s qualifications and interests. The success in the whole
process is achieved when the interests and the required qualifications of both the
company and the applicant are the same.

When applying for a job, it is very important to draw a search action plan which
should include the following elements:

• A curriculum vitae. It is a way of providing employers with written
evidence of your qualifications and skills. The purpose of a CV (which
is called “résumé” in American English) is to get an interview with the
potential employer.

• A cover letter. It is a short way of introducing yourself to the employers.
It is usually attached to your CV and its purpose is to introduce you to the
employer and to highlight your most relevant skills for the job. A cover
letter should include the following information: name and address of the
person the letter is addressed to, the reason of your interest in the company
or the position, your qualifications, a request for an interview, your home
and telephone numbers and your e-mail.

• The interview. A job interview is the most important moment in the whole
process. In the interview, you meet the employer so they can find out
more about you. It is also a good chance to know if the job is right for
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you. The interviewer, who is normally a member of the Human Resources
department, will ask you about your experience and qualifications. You will
also need to show the skills you have related to the job you are applying for.

In the ever-changing world we live in, the process of searching for a job has evolved
to something completely different from what job seekers experienced in the last
decade, who could be spending endless hours scanning job websites, dropping
curriculums in various recruitment agencies and posting off numerous CVs to
potential employers, most of which would never even get a reply.

Nowadays, both potential employers and job seekers are increasingly turning to
the Internet to satisfy their recruitment needs. Job adverts can be published in
various recruitment websites, and job seekers can upload their CV and send their
application on the internet. This is the case of LinkedIn, a popular social network,
in which applicants publish their CV, and they are notified of any post which
matches their profile.

Taula 2.1. Vocabulary

Applicant (n): candidat (a una feina) Job website (n): lloc d’internet amb ofertes de feina

Apply for (v): sol·licitar, demanar (formalment) Match (v): correspondre, encaixar, anar bé amb

Cover letter (n): carta de sol·licitud de feina Position (n): lloc de treball, càrrec

Curriculum vitae (n): currículum vitae Post off (v): enviar (per correu)

CV (=curriculum vitae) (n): CV, currículum Profile (n): perfil

Draw a plan (v): establir un pla d’actuació Qualification (n): qualificació, aptitud

Drop (v): deixar, donar, entregar Recruitment (n): contractació

Employer (n): empresari, la persona que dóna feina Recruitment agency (n): agència de col·locació,
oficina del treball

Ever-changing (adj): canviant, que canvia
constantment

Related to (adj): relacionat amb, que té relació amb

Evolve (v): desenvolupar-se, evolucionar Reply (n): contestació, resposta

Experience (n): experiència Request (n): requeriment, demanda

Find out (v): trobar, esbrinar, descobrir Required (adj): requerit, demanat

Highlight (v): destacar, remarcar, posar de manifest Resumé (US) (n): currículum vitae

Interest (n): interès, afició, hobby Search (v): cercar, buscar

Job advert (n): anunci de feina Skill (n): habilitat, destresa

Job interview (n): entrevista de feina Social network (n): xarxa social

Job search (n): cerca de feina Success (n): èxit

Job seeker (n): persona que busca feina Upload (v): carregar, publicar, pujar (a internet)

Job seeking process (n): procés per a trobar feina
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2.2 Non-verbal communication

In general terms, we could describe communication as the process in which we
send or exchange information by means of speech, writing or signs. The different
ways of transmitting a message have given rise to two types of communication:
verbal communication and non-verbal communication.

Sometimes body language might
express our mood or feelings without
even being aware of it. Source:
Gideon (flickr.com)

Verbal communication is the process in which information is exchanged through
the use of sounds. These sounds are usually assembled to form words, and
these words are organised in sentences in accordance to the syntactical rules of
a particular language. For this reason, verbal communication is commonly used
as a synonym of articulated language (like English, Catalan, Spanish or French,
for example), but it also includes such unarticulated sounds as a baby’s crying or
a shout of pain, which are also forms of verbal communication.

On the other hand, non-verbal communication refers to the communicative process
in which the information is transmitted by means of what is called body language,
which includes gestures, body position, face expressions and specific behaviour.
In our daily life, we normally use a combination of verbal and non-verbal
communication.

When we speak of communication, we usually think of language, that is, we
think of verbal communication. However, non-verbal communication is often
more important than language itself. For this reason, understanding non-verbal
communication is very important when we have to deal with other people. In a
job interview, for example, it is essential to have a certain control over our own
body language because this type of communication can reinforce our messages or
it can conceal the messages that we do not want to transmit.

Body language is very much used in the sales field, for example. Salespeople
are trained to observe and interpret the body language of potential customers in
order to understand their non-verbal signals and so increase the probability of sales
success. The careful control of body position, eye contact and hand movements
will contribute to a better communication with the public. For this reason, it is
very important to control your non-verbal communication skills.

Some behaviours are considered positive as they are commonly seen as encoura-
ging communication, whereas others are considered negative because they show
anxiety, aggressiveness, boredom and other negative feelings. Direct eye contact,
scratching your nose, arms crossed on chest, standing with hands on hips, sitting
with your legs apart, placing your hand on your cheek, open palms, drumming
fingers, tilted head... these are all examples of negative and positive feelings
transmitted by body language. Therefore, it is very important to control these
gestures and use them consciously to transmit the appropriate message in each
specific situation. The figure below shows some examples of body language.
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For more details about
cultural differences, see

the text ‘Cultural
differences’, in the unit

called ‘Finance’, section
‘Globalization’.

Figura 2.1. Examples of body language

However, focusing on body language alone can cause some misunderstandings.
There are other non-verbal factors which are also important to transmit a message
to other people, as for example, our appearance, the tone of our voice or the
organization of the physical surroundings. It is for this reason that we should
always dress smartly and show a nice appearance in a job interview. We should
also be aware of how we speak, as the tone and intonation of our voice can
transmit much more than we mean to say. Only with our tone, we can transmit
aggresiveness, anger, irony, contempt, insecurity, and so on. The organization of
our physical surroundings can also tell a lot of things. For example, in traditional
classrooms, the teachers used to stand on a raised platform to place them on a
superior level; in an office, the manager sitting behind his desk indicates his wish
of establishing a distance with his or her visitors, but inviting the visitors to sit
on a sofa with him/her will transmit a sense of proximity and friendliness; the
preparations for a romantic dinner (soft lights, soft music) are also examples of
the use of the physical surroundings to transmit a message.

When we make use of non-verbal communication with people from other coun-
tries, we must be aware that certain gestures or attitudes might be interpreted
in a different way. Just as a foreign language has different rules, the non-verbal
communication in other cultures has some differences from our own. When we
deal with people from other countries, therefore, we should consider the cultural
differences in such aspects as personal space, gestures or general behaviour.

You must be aware that learning a foreign language does not only mean to learn
the words and grammar rules and practise the different skills. It also means to
control the non-verbal communication that applies to that particular context.

Taula 2.2. Vocabulary

Aggresiveness (n): agressivitat Insecurity (n): inseguretat
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Anger (n): ira, enuig, disgust Intonation (n): entonació

Anxiety (n): ansietat Job interview (n): entrevista de feina

Appearance (n): aparença física Language (n): llengua, idioma

Articulated language (n): llenguatge articulat Message (n): missatge

Assembled (adj): reunit Misunderstanding (n): malentès

Be interpreted (v): ser interpretat Non-verbal communication (n): comunicació
no-verbal

Behaviour (n): comportament Palm (n): palmell de la mà

Body language (n): llenguatge corporal Physical surroundings (pl n): entorn físic

Body position (n): posició del cos Reinforce (v): reforçar

Boredom (n): avorriment Rule (n): norma, regla

Cheek (n): galta Sale (n): venda

Communication (n): comunicació Sales field (n): món de les vendes, l’àmbit del
comerç

Communication process (n): procés comunicatiu Salespeople (pl. of salesman/woman) (pl n):
venedors

Conceal (v): amagar, ocultar Scratch (your) nose (v): gratar-se el nas

Contempt (n): menyspreu Sentence (n): frase, oració gramatical

Cultural differences (pl n): diferències culturals Sign (n): signe

Customer (n): client Signal (n): senyal

Dress smartly (v): vestir amb elegància, anar mudat Skill (n): habilitat, destresa

Drum (your) fingers (v): tamborinar els dits Sounbd (n): so

Encourage (v): encoratjar, animar, fomentar Speech (n): discurs, xerrada

Eye contact (n): contacte visual Success (n): èxit

Face expression (n): expressió facial Syntactical rule (n): regla sintàctica (o gramatical)

Focus on (v): centrar l’atenció en, concentrar-se en Tilted (adj): inclinat, torçat

Foreign language (n): llengua estrangera Tone of voice (n): to de veu

Gesture (n): gest Transmit (v): transmetre

Give rise to (v): originar, crear, donar peu a Unarticulated languatge (n): llenguatge inarticulat

Hand movement (n): moviment de les mans Verbal communication (n): comunicació verbal

Hip (n): maluc Word (n): paraula, mot

Increase (v): augmentar, créixer Writing (n): escriptura, redacció, acte d’escriure

2.3 Language in use

These are some hints to prepare your curriculum vitae (or CV): start your CV
with a good objective statement that indicates your key competencies. Mention
your qualifications which will be helpful to perform this job efficiently. List your
work experience in reverse chronological order. If you do not have any relevant
experience, include any position you occupied (internship or summer job, etc.)
which might have some relevance to this position.
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2.3.1 Curriculum vitae

Here is an example of a curriculum vitae:

Curriculum Vitae

Name and surnames: Marise Garcia Torres

Address: Av. Paral·lel, 71 08004 Barcelona

Telephone Number: 666 222 333

Objective

To work in a position that will allow me to use my work experience in the administration field.

Experience

• Administrative assistant :

February-August 2015, FOB Creations, Barcelona

7-months to cover maternity leave

• Composing correspondence and other materials

• Drafting, proofreading, editing and reformatting reports

• Coordinating meetings and events

• Handling multiple routine assignments

• Front desk administrator :

January 2012-September 2014, Despico, St Joan Despí

• Answering multi-line telephone system; transferring calls, taking messages, and assisting
customers

• Greeting incoming visitors

• Processing sales orders and invoices, shipping labels, and assisting with order fulfilment

• Customer Service representative:

June 2010-November 2011, Linen SL, Barcelona

• Handling customer service support calls and emails related to orders

• Answering and handling all inquiries

• Answering multi-line phones and supporting the management team

• Following up of customers who submitted complaints

Education

• Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE) at “Institut Emperador Carles”, Barcelona, 2007
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• Certificate Administrative Management expert (“Tècnic en gestió administrativa”), at “Institut
Obert de Catalunya” (IOC), (distance learning), 2009

Skills

• Social media and website management skills

• Outstanding communication and interpersonal skills

• Comfortable working in a fast paced environment

• Self-motivated, punctual, and well organized

• Driving license and reliable vehicle

2.3.2 Cover letter

The cover letter is a way of introducing yourself and explaining which vacancy you
are applying for. You must make the reason you are writing clear and sell yourself,
you must highlight your more remarkable achievements and focus on those skills
that make you a good candidate for the position. Pick up the top qualities the
employer is requesting for in the job advert and then revise your CV to make sure
they are included there.

Do some research into the company or the organization. Include information about
them and tell them what attracts you to the company. Finally, revise your letter,
make sure that it has the correct layout with no typing or spelling mistakes.

These are some useful phrases to use in your cover letter:

• “I am writing to you in response to your advertisement for...”

• “As you can see from my enclosed resume, my experience and qualifications
match this position’s requirements.”

• “You will see from my enclosed CV that I match your requirements
precisely.”

• “You will see from my CV that I have worked in...”

• “I have worked in the ... industry for over XX years”

• “I would like to point out...”

• “During ...., I improved (extended, etc.) my knowledge of...,”

• “I look forward to an opportunity to speak with you in person (o personally)”

Case study

The company G&A has published a job advert (ref. 078) on the website FindyourJob.co.uk.
Marise decided to apply for the job. She has prepared her curriculum and cover letter and
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is going to send it to the company. She has been looking for information on the web, and
has seen that Mr Gordon Graham is the head of the Human Resources (HR) department.

Job advert

Personal Assistant (PA)

Salary: £2,000

Location: Liverpool

Date Posted: 24 Apr-2016

Description post:

We are currently recruiting for an experienced PA/Business Support Officer for a busy
department in Liverpool. This is a temporary position to start asap* on an ongoing basis.

Responsibilities: Diary management, arranging meetings and prioritising workloads. To
provide high calibre secretarial services in the drafting and production of business letters,
reports, agendas, papers, minutes, spread sheets and presentations.

* asap: as soon as possible

Add to My Shortlist

This is Marise’s cover letter:

15 Buttermarket Street

Warrington WA1 2NH

25 April 2016

Mr. Gordon Graham

G&A

Anfield Road

Liverpool, L4 0TH

Dear Mr. Graham,

I am writing in reference to the job advert (ref. 078) posted on the website Findyourjob.co.uk
on the 24 April. I would like to apply for the position of Personal Assistant in your company.
As you can see from my CV, I have experience in similar posts, providing secretarial services
in various companies.

Currently, I am studying a Masters degree on Business Management in order to broaden
my knowledge of this field. I believe that I am perfectly qualified for the post and I that have
the knowledge and skills required.

I would be grateful if you could consider my application, and I would welcome the opportunity
of an interview.

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours sincerely,

Marise Hudson

Taula 2.3. Vocabulary

Achievement (n): assoliment, èxit, triomf Order (n): comanda
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Administrative assistant (n): administratiu,
treballador de l’administració d’una empresa

Outstanding (adj): rellevant, destacable, remarcable

Apply for (v): sol·licitar, demanar (formalment) Perform a job (v): fer una feina, realitzar un treball

Broaden (v): ampliar, eixamplar Pick up (v): triar

Certificate (n): certificat, diploma, títol (acadèmic) Position (n): lloc de treball, càrrec

Complaint (n): reclamació, queixa Proofreading (n): revisió de text

Curriculum vitae (n): currículum vitae Punctual (adj): puntual

Customer service representative (n): agent del
servei d’atenció al client

Qualification (n): qualificació, aptitud

CV (=curriculum vitae) (n): CV, currículum Relevance (n): rellevància

Driving license (n): permís de conduir Relevant (adj): rellevant, destacable

Employer (n): empresari, la persona que dóna feina Reliable vehicle (n): vehicle fiable, amb garanties

Fast paced environment (n): entorn vertiginós Revise (v): repassar, revisar

Following up (n): seguiment Secretarial service (n): feina de secretariat

Front desk administrator (n): recepcionista Self-motivated (adj): motivat, que té motivació

Handle calls and emails (v): atendre el telèfon i el
correu

Skill (n): habilitat, destresa

Helpful (adj): útil, profitós Spelling mistake (n): falta d’ortografia

Highlight (v): destacar, remarcar, posar d emanifest Statement (n): declaració, afirmació

Hint (n): pista, indici Submit (v): lliurar, enviar, trametre

Inquiry (n): consulta Summer job (n): feina d’estiu

Internship (n): treball en pràctiques Top qualities (pl n): qualitats principals

Job advert (n): anunci de feina Typing mistake (n): error tipogràfic

Layout (n): disposició, organització Vacancy (n): vacant

Management team (n): equip directiu Well organized (adj): organitzat, ordenat

Occupy (v): ocupar Work experience (n): experiència laboral
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Curriculum vitae vs.
résumé

The term curriculum vitae (or
CV) is mostly used in BrE

whereas AmE prefers the term
résumé (spelt with the two

graphical accents).

See the annex called “CV
and cover letter” for an
example of CV and its

corresponding cover letter.

Communication: looking for a job

Looking for a job is a very important process in a person’s life. We live in a highly
competitive world with many people looking for a few jobs, so the process can be
long and discouraging sometimes. For this reason, it is necessary to plan the job
searching process carefully. This process usually includes the following elements:

• Curriculum vitae

• Cover letter

• Job interview

Writing a CV
We have probably learned that we must not judge people on first impressions, but
that we must know them to appreciate their good qualities. However, when an
employer looks at a curriculm vitae (CV), he does precisely that: to judge a person
on the first impression produced by the CV, without even knowing the candidate
personally.

This is the reason why a CV should be carefully elaborated. It must convince
the employer that you might become an appropriate candidate for the job. With
hundreds of other CVs waiting for an opportunity, the most important thing is that
your own CV attracts the employer’s attention.

To attract the employer’s attention, however, does not mean to write your CV in a
variety of colours and/or spectacular font types. This will only distract the reader
from the important information. Instead, you should use a conventional format
and organize your information clearly.

There are many different models of CVs, but the basic elements are:

• Contact information: your name and surnames should be prominent
(usually centered and in bold type). Then add your telephone number, your
address and your e-mail address.

• Summary: probably the most important section in a CV. You must express
in a few sentences your good qualitities, your skills and your achievements
for the job you are applying for. Here is where the employer will look first
of all and you need to impress him/her discreetly so he/she wants to read
more details about you.

• Experience: your relevant job experience should be listed chronologically,
starting with your most recent job. For each job, you should mention the
company and your job position.

• Skills: this section summarizes your special skills and relevant achieve-
ments for the job.

• Education: you must list the school/s you attended and the degree you had
in each one.
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• References: you should simply write ‘Available upon request’, which means
that you will give the information when necessary. Employers do not look
for references until the end of the interview, so it is not necessary to include
them in your CV.

Except for the contact information, you must include the title of each section, in
bold type or capital letters.

Here is a list of things that should not appear in a CV:

• Errors: making grammatical and/or spelling mistakes in a CV is the
worst thing that can happen to a candidate for a job. The employer will
immediately relate the mistakes to the candidate’s carelessness and he/she
will be obviously discarded.

• Salary: do not include your current salary or that which you expect to earn.
Salary negotiations usually take place later on in the job seeking process,
usually during the interview.

• Irrelevant information: you should only include the information which is
relevant for the job and that which can benefit your interests. For example,
do not include an average mark in a course if it is not a good one. Do not
specify hobbies which have nothing to do with the job. They might probably
tell about your character, but they will waste the reader’s time.

Now, what information can you include in your CV if you have little or no work
experience? In this case, you can list your school and social activities and link
them to the job you are applying for.

A CV should always go together with a cover letter. A cover letter is one in which
you explain why you are the ideal candidate for the job. It has no special format,
but it follows the standards applied to all the other formal letters.

Writing a cover letter
In a cover letter, we should include the most relevant aspects of our experience
and education for the post that we are applying to. To do that, we must select the
aspects from the CV that can contribute to raise the company’s interest in your
application.

Some useful expressions which we can use in a cover letter are:

• I am writing to you in response to your advertisement for the post of...

• As you can see from my enclosed CV, my experience and qualifications
match this position’s requirements.

• I would like to point out... .

• I look forward to an opportunity to speak with you in person (o personally)
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Equivalence between the academic degrees in the Spanish and the British school
systems

The Spanish and the British academic degrees belong to different school systems.
Therefore, it is not possible to make a literal translation of your degrees. We must find
the equivalent degree in the foreign school system.

The following table shows the equivalence between the Spanish and the British academic
degrees.

Taula 2.4. Academic degrees

Spanish school system Brititsh school system

Educació Primària / Educació General Bàsica
(EGB)

Primary Education

Educació Secundària Obligatoria (ESO) /
Batxillerat Unificat Polivalent (BUP)

General Certificate of Secondary Education
(GCSE)

Batxillerat / Curs d’Orientació Universitària
(COU)

General Certificate of Education (GCE)

Cicle Formatiu de Grau Mitjà (CFGM) /
Formació Professional de Primer Grau (FPI)

Vocational Education and Training (VET)

Cicle Formatiu de Grau Superior (CFGS) /
Formació Professional de Segon Grau (FPII)

Certificate of Higher Education (HNC)

Diplomatura (3 anys) Bachelor’s Degree (B)

Llicenciatura / Grau University Degree

Enginyeria Tècnica Diploma of Higher Education (DipHE)

Enginyeria Superior Engineer’s Degree – Engineer Diploma (DI)

Postgrau (de 30 a 60 crèdits ECTS) Graduate Certificate (PGCert)

Màster (de 60 a 120 crèdits ECTS) Master’s Degree (M)

Doctorat Doctorate (PhD)

You can use a general term to describe the vocational studies. For example:

• Business Administration and Finance (Cat. Administració i finances)

• Secretarial Studies (Cat. Secretariat / Assistència a la direcció)

• Commerce (Cat. Gestió Comercial / Gestió de vendes)

• International Commerce (Cat. Comerç Internacional)

The job interview
If the employer has considered your CV, you will be called for the job interview.
This is the time when you meet the employer so he/she can find out more things
about you. The interviewer will ask you about your experience and qualifications,
and you will also need to show your skills for the job.

Here are some tips to help you before going to a job interview.

1. Prepare your answers in advance. Think about the questions which are
frequently asked in a job interview and prepare your answers in advance.
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Some frequent questions in job interviews
These are commonly-asked questions in job interviews:

• What can you say about yourself?

• Why do you think you are good for this job?

• What are your weaknesses?

• Why do you want to work in our company?

• What salary do you expect to earn?

• What are your motivations?

• What makes a good team, according to you?

• Have you got any questions?

2. Make some research. Before going to the interview, look at the potential
employer’s website and check the company’s details. Having the information will
help you in the interview.

3. Have a good appearance. First impressions are very important in the business
world, so make sure that you wear smart clothes and have a nice appearance.

4. Be ready. Try to get to the interview with plenty of time. If you get late, you
will be doubly stressed and besides it will cause a very bad impression. Also, make
sure that you have everything that you need: notebook, pen and a copy of your CV.

5. Show your good character. Although you will probably feel nervous, try
to smile all the time. This will help you feel more relaxed and will give a good
impression. Also, make sure that you look your interviewer directly in the eye,
and concentrate on what he/she is saying.

6. Ask questions. Do not tell the interviewer that you do not have any questions.
You should prepare some questions in advance and be ready to ask them if they
tell you so.
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Questions that you may ask in a job interview
Here are some questions that you may safely ask in a job interview:

• Why do you need to fulfill this position?

• What are the objectives of this position?

• How do you expect to meet the objectives?

• What can I expect from you in terms of development and support?

• What do you do to create a good atmosphere at work?

• Are there any plans for expansion?

• What does the company expect from the employees?

7. Take notes. Taking notes will give the impression that you are paying attention
and that you are very interested in what the interviewer is saying.

Grammar reference: the conditional sentences

The conditional sentences are those which include a condition and the expected
result if the condition becomes true. Here is a typical example of conditional
sentence: If you call me tonight, I will explain everything.

The conditional sentences are composed of:

1) A subordinate clause (the condition): usually introduced by if (Cat. Si)

2) A main clause (the result)

There are different types of conditional sentences. From a syntactical point of
view, they differ in the verb tenses used in each clause. These types are generallY
called:

• Conditional type 0 (or: zero conditional)

• Conditional type 1 (or: first conditional)

• Conditional type 2 (or: second conditional)

• Conditional type 3 (or: third conditional)

Conditional sentences: type 0
The possible structures of the conditional sentences of type 0 are:

A) IF + SUBJECT + PRESENT SIMPLE , SUBJECT + PRESENT SIMPLE

• If I don’t get enough sleep, I feel tired in the evening. (Cat. Si no dormo
prou, al vespre estic cansat.)
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B) SUBJECT + PRESENT SIMPLE ... IF + SUBJECT + PRESENT SIMPLE

• I feel tired in the evening if I don’t get enough sleep. (Cat. Al vespre estic
cansat si no dormo prou.)

We can change the order of the subordinate clause (condition) and the main clause
(result) without any difference in meaning, but we must write a comma between
both clauses if the subordinate clause comes first (as in structure A).

The conditional structure of type 0 is used to say that the result always happens in
the same way if the condition becomes true.

Other examples of conditional sentences of type 0:

• If you practise a lot, you certainly learn how to speak. (Cat. Si practiques
molt, realment aprens a parlar.)

• If you drop a stone, it falls to the ground. (Cat. si deixes anar una pedra,
aquesta cau a terra.)

• If it rains, the garden gets wet. (Cat, Si plou, el jardí es mulla.)

• If a plant is not watered, it dies. (Cat. si una planta no es rega, es mor.)

Conditional sentences: type 1
The structures of the first conditional sentences are the following:

A) IF + SUBJECT + PRESENT SIMPLE , SUBJECT + WILL/MAY/CAN/S-
HOULD + BASE FORM

• If it rains tonight, I will stay at home. (Cat. Si plou aquesta nit, em quedaré
a casa.)

B) SUBJECT + WILL/MAY/CAN/SHOULD + BASE FORM... IF + SUBJECT
+ PRESENT SIMPLE

• I will stay at home if it rains tonight. (Cat. Em quedaré a casa si plou aquesta
nit.)

These conditional sentences refer to future results if the condition becomes true.
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In first conditional sentences, we often use the imperative form instead of
a modal verb in the main clause. For example:

• If you need any help, please call me. (Cat. Si necessites ajuda, si us
plau truca‘m.)

• Don’t forget to turn off the lights if you leave the room. (Cat. No
oblidis apagar els llums si surts de l’habitació.)

• If you don’t understand a word, look it up in the dictionary. (Cat. Si
no entens alguna paraula, consulta el diccionari.)

We use the first conditional sentences when we say that the result will happen only
if the condition becomes true. We speak about real conditions, that is, the speaker
sees the condition as possible.

Examples of first conditional sentences:

• If you don’t wait a little longer, you won’t meet Mr Turner. (Cat. Si no
t’esperes una mica més, no coneixeràs el Sr Turner.)

• Raise your hand if you want to ask a question. (Cat. Aixeca la mà si vols
fer una pregunta.)

• If we start now, we may arrive in the evening. (Cat. Si ens posem en marxa
ara, podem arribar al vespre.)

• They should find the report if they look into that drawer. (Cat. Haurien de
trobar l’informe si miren en aquell calaix.)

• Can you keep the secret if I tell you something? (Cat. Sabràs mantenir el
secret si t’explico una cosa?)

Conditional sentences: type 2
The structures of the second conditional sentences are:

A) IF + SUBJECT + PAST SIMPLE , SUBJECT + WOULD/COULD/MIGHT +
BASE FORM

• If it rained tonight, I would stay at home. (Cat. Si plogués aquesta nit, em
quedaria a casa.)

B) SUBJECT + WOULD/COULD/MIGHT + BASE FORM... IF + SUBJECT +
PAST SIMPLE

• I would stay at home if it rained tonight. (Cat. em quedaria a casa si plogués
aquesta nit.)

These conditional sentences refer to future results if the condition becomes true.
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In the second conditional sentences, the past tense of the verb be is were in all
persons (If he were here ...). The form was is not generally accepted, except in the
informal spoken language, where it is possible to say: If he was here ....

We use the second conditional sentences to speak about hypothetical or impossible
conditions. The speaker thinks the condition is not probable that happens or it is
impossible.

Examples of second conditional sentences:

• If I had more time, I would go out more. (Cat. Si tingués més temps, sortiria
més.)

• If I were the director of this company, I would raise the workers’ salaries.
(Cat. Si jo fos el director d’aquesta empresa, pujaria el sou dels treballa-
dors.)

• If I were you, I would be more polite to customers. (Cat. Jo en el teu lloc
seria més amable amb els clients.)

• If you didn’t get up earlier, you couldn’t arrive on time. (Cat. Si no et
llevessis més d’hora, no podries arribar a temps.)

• If we had more money, we might invest in new machinery. (Cat. Si
tinguéssim més diners, podriem invertir en maquinària nova.)

• If I could be like you, I would be much happier. (Cat. Si jo pogués ser com
tu, seria molt més feliç.)

Conditional sentences: type 3
The structures of the third conditional sentences are the following:

A) IF + SUBJECT + PAST PERFECT , SUBJECT + WOULD HAVE + PAST
PARTICIPLE

• If it had rained last night, I would have stayed at home. (Cat. Si hagués
plogut ahir a la nit, m’hagués quedat a casa.)

B) SUBJECT + WOULD HAVE + PAST PARTICIPLE... IF + SUBJECT + PAST
PERFECT

• I would have stayed at home if it had rained last night. (Cat. M’hagués
quedat a casa si hagués plogut ahir a la nit.)

Unlike the other types of conditional sentences, the third conditional sentences
only refer to the past.

The third conditional is used to speak about something that we did not do in the
past because the condition did not become true.

Examples of third conditional sentences:
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• If I hadn’t come earlier, I wouldn’t have met John. (Cat. Si no hagués vingut
abans, no m’hauria trobat amb John.)

• If you had been here before, you would have known. (Cat. Si haguessis estat
aquí abans, ho hauries sabut.)

• If he had had time, would he have finished the report. (Cat. Si hagués tingut
temps, hauria acabat l’informe.)
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3. Working abroad

You may sometimes feel the need to leave everything behind and start a new life in
another country. You may want to do that for personal or for economical reasons.
Sometimes there is even no choice. The high unemployment rates in Spain impel
many people to look for job opportunities in other countries, but finding a job
in another country is not easy. Apart from the personal implications, the legal
procedures are long and complex and they require a certain preparation.

3.1 Finding a job in another country

Society has changed a lot over the last few years. The world is globalized and so
we have become global citizens. More and more people decide to move to other
countries permanently or temporarily. Working abroad offers opportunities for
cross-cultural experience, personal development. It is also helpful for expanding
your knowledge of a foreign language and preparing you for a future in a global
society. Travelling is a rewarding experience for everyone and it can be a great
opportunity to build up your career.

The best time for this experience is as a student. Students often take a gap year
in order to study or work abroad. They can choose among different options, they
might take a course in another country, participate in volunteering programmes,
go for an internship, or look for a job abroad. It is not easy, and it is necessary
to do a lot of research, evaluate several factors, such as fees, costs, and visa, and
making your own arrangements.

A visa is an official stamp in your passport authorizing you to travel, work or study
in that country for a specified length of time. It is not necessary in Europe for
European citizens, but in other countries a work permit visa is required for foreign
workers.

Some student work exchange programs may legally assist students in obtaining a
short-term work permit visa. Unpaid internships and volunteer positions may or
may not require a work permit, depending on the host country’s regulations.

What does it mean to volunteer? Volunteering is generally considered an altruistic
activity where an individual or group provides services for non-financial gain. An
increasingly popular form of volunteering among young people, particularly gap
year students and graduates, is to travel to communities in developing countries
to work on projects with local organisations. In general volunteering has positive
benefits for the volunteer as well as for the person or community served.

Generally, an internship consists of an exchange of services for experience
between the student and an organization. Students can also use an internship
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to determine if they have an interest in a particular career, create a network of
contacts or gain school credit. Some interns find permanent, paid employment
with the organizations for which they worked. This can be a significant benefit
to the employer as experienced interns often need little or no training when they
begin regular employment.

Internships exist in a wide variety of industries and settings. It may be paid, unpaid,
or partially paid (in the form of a stipend). Stipends are typically a fixed amount of
money that is paid out on a regular basis. Internships may be part-time or full-time.
They usually last between 1 and 4 months, but it can vary.

Many reasons may be considered to take a work experience abroad, as an
adventure, as a chance to gain knowledge of another culture and of yourself, as
an inexpensive way to improve a foreign language, or as an opportunity to build
up your career.

This question was posted on a forum on an internet site:

“What are your reasons to want an international internship or to live and work
abroad?”

Here are some replies:

Hi,

My name is Anna, I’m from Spain and I’m planning to travel around Australia for one year
with a working holiday visa. I want to go there in June, when I finish my final year at high
school. The main reason why I chose Australia is because I want to improve my English,
but also to visit the country and meet new people.

I would like to meet other people doing the same thing and to maybe meet up in Australia

and discover some places together. If you want to meet, contact me.

Hi Anna,

I’m planning on leaving for Australia around July. Do you have an idea on where you’re
starting and about your itinerary? Meeting would be good as I’m travelling alone too!

Contact me if you want to chat. You can follow me on Facebook.

See you, James

Hello guys!

I’ll be in Australia for an internship programme at a company based in Melbourne. My aim
is to develop my professional skills and improve my level of English.

I would love to find some other travellers to have some adventures with, go on road trips,
camping, etc. I want to get to know people before I go, hopefully find a group of people and
set up a group chat and then meet out there to go on some awesome adventures!

Hope to hear from you soon!

Benedict

Taula 3.1. Vocabulary

Abroad (adv): a l’estranger Internship (n): periode de pràctiques
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Arrangements (pl n): organització, tràmits Knowledge (n): coneixement

Assist (v): ajudar, donar assistència Look for a job (v): buscar feina

Build up (v): construir, crear Move (v): traslladar-se, mudar-se

Career (n): carrera, professió Network of contacts (n): xarxa de contactes

Cost (n): cost Non-financial gain (n): guanys no remunerats

Course (n): curs On a regular basis (adv): regularment

Cross-cultural (adj): intercultural, multicultural Opportunities (pl n): oportunitats

Developing country (n): país en vies de
desenvolupament

Part-time (adj): a temps parcial (una activitat)

Development (n):desenvolupament Passport (n): passaport

Employment (n): feina, ocupació Regulations (pl n): normativa

Expand (v): ampliar Research (n): investigació, recerca

Fee (n): preu, tarifa Rewarding (adj): gratificant, satisfactori

Foreign language (n): llengua estrangera School credit (n): crèdit acadèmic

Foreign worker (n): treballador estranger Stamp (n): segell

Full-time (adj): a temps complet (una activitat) Stipend (n): estipendi, salari

Gain (v): obtenir, aconseguir, guanyar Training (n): formació, entrenament

Gap year (n): any sabàtic Travelling (n): (el fet de) viatjar

Global citizen (n): ciutadà global Unpaid internship (n): treball en pràctiques no
remunerat

Global society (n): societat global Visa (n): visat

Globalized (adj): globalitzat Volunteer (v): fer voluntariat

Graduate (n): graduat, llicenciat Volunteer position (n): feina de voluntari

Helpful (adj): útil, profitós Volunteering programme (n): programa de
voluntariat

Host country (n): país receptor Work exchange programme (n): programa
d’intercanvi

Intern (n): treballador en pràctiques Work permit visa (n): permís de treball

3.2 Language in use

In the following text, you can read about some stories of people working abroad.
The first two experiences are narrated in direct speech. Note the differences with
the third story, where reported speech is used.

Working in another country can present many challenges and many rewards. Read below
about some first-person experiences:

That is what Anne Andreassen, from Germany, explained:

“I worked for four months for a property development company in China on a series of new
luxury apartments. I had to sort out all details of the facilities- sport centre, saunas, coffee
bars, etc.

I was a bit nervous doing something so big but I was very proud when I delivered the final
results to my manager. Working for a big company was very interesting, and my boss
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The term ‘Inquiry’ is the
same as ‘Enquiry’. The

former is more commonly
used in U.S. and the latter

one is more common in U.K.

always took me to business meetings and on tours. It was a challenge working in such a
different culture, but it was an international company so we spoke English.”

Bruno Albertini also explained his experience:

“For the past three months I have worked for an international manufacturing company
in Argentina. I am researching on foam insulation in order to define the future market
requirements and new technologies. When I arrived I had no knowledge of Spanish but I
have had lessons and I am improving fast. They found me accommodation and gave me a
living allowance. The high point is the people. They are warm, friendly and always willing to
try and understand.”

Now read this other experience in third-person (reporting verbs in bold type):

Lewis Bolton, from California, got an internship with a clothing manufacturer in Spain. He
told us that his duties included translating important legal documents and assisting clients.
He claimed that his business Spanish had improved a lot and he had had to learn lots
of business words. He said that the contacts he had made would be useful in the future.
He added that he had been chosen to be the company representative during a week-long
business trip to London. He explained that English was very valuable in Europe as most
international business is conducted in English. He admitted that the whole thing had been
a fantastic opportunity to find out about a different culture.

Adapted from Commerce, by Martyn Hobbs and Julia Starr Keddle. Oxford English for

careers

3.2.1 Inquiry letter

An inquiry letter is a letter written to request information about something: when
you want some information from a hotel about room availability, a request for a
brochure, or whether you want to ask a school of English about prices. An inquiry
should always be brief and straight to the point.

A standard inquiry letter has three paragraphs. The first paragraph indicates the
reason for writing, such as information about a product, a course or any other
request. The second paragraph explains the writer’s reasons for the request; you
can explain why you chose to contact them and how the requested information
would benefit you. The final paragraph should tie the letter together with an
expression of gratitude for the reader’s time and help. The letter typically
concludes with a closing requesting for a quick answer and a greeting, such as
“Sincerely,” followed by the writer’s name and signature.

These are useful phrases you can use if you write an inquiry letter:

• “With reference to your advertisement in...,”

• “Regarding your advertisement in...,”

• “Further to your last email...”

• “Please send me...”

• “I would be grateful if you could tell me...”

• “I am writing to enquire whether...”
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• “Would (Could) you please send me ...”

• “I would especially like to know...”

• “Could you also...”

• “I would also like to know...,”

• “Could you tell me whether...”

Closing:

• “Yours faithfully,” (very formal, only used when we do not know the name
of the addressee)

• “Yours sincerely” or “Sincerely yours” or “Sincerely” (this is a standard
closing)

Case study

Jordi López wants to improve his computer skills and he is looking for a course. He sees an
advert (see below) in a newspaper and he decides to write and ask for information.

Computer technology

If you would like to study computer science on a course that has been specially designed to
meet your personal needs and interests, then contact Ms Jenkins of the IT Learning School
giving the following details:

• Motivation for studying Computer Science

• Strengths and weaknesses in the field

• Preferred start date and length of course

We will contact you once we have received your details in order to arrange a study
programme for you.

Finally a course designed to meet your real needs!

This is the letter of inquiry which Jordi sent to the school:

Jordi López

Av. Paral·lel, 71

Barcelona

10 April 2016

Ms Jenkins

IT Learning School

24 Lloyd Street

M2 5ND Manchester

Dear Ms Jenkins,
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I am writing with regard to your advert published in today’s newspaper for a computer
science course. I would like to apply for one of your courses, as I need to improve my
computing skills for my job prospects.

I have an average computer literacy level I can use basic software programs, word
processors, databases and spreadsheeets, but I would like to be more proficient in all these
applications for my future job. I would also like to start data analysis and learn Multimedia
Systems, though I do not have much knowledge about it.

I am free during the month of July. I would appreciate it if you can send me your availability
for these dates, and whether it is possible to design a course according to my needs.

I look forward to your response.

Yours sincerely,

Jordi López

If we look at the layout, first you have to write your address (right or left, but on
top), then the date, and the name and address of the addressee. Start the letter
with an opening greeting: “Dear Sir or Madam” if you do not know the name of
the addressee, or “Dear Mr (surname)” for men, and “Dear Ms (surname)” for
women.

Taula 3.2. Vocabulary

Accomodation (n): allotjament Layout (n): disposició, organització

Assist clients (v): atendre els clients Living allowance (n): subsidi

Availability (n): disponibilitat Manager (n): director, cap, superior

Be conducted (v): realitzar-se, portar-se a terme Manufacturing company (n): empresa de
manufactures

Brochure (n): fullet, prospecte Market requirements (pl n): necessitats del mercat

Challenge (n): repte, incentiu Property development company (n): immobiliària

Clothing manufacturer (n): fabricant de roba Proud (adj): orgullós

Deliver (v): lliurar, entregar, donar Representative (n):representant

Duty (n): responsabilitat, obligació Reward (n): premi, recompensa

Facilities (pl n): instal·lacions, serveis Sort out (v): organitzar, preparar

Foam insulation (n): aïllament de poliuretà Tie together (v): lligar, relligar, arrodonir

Inquiry letter (n): carta de sol·licitud d’informació Useful (adj): útil

Improve (v): millorar Valuable (adj): valuós

Internship (n): treball en pràctiques Week-long business trip: viatge de negocis d’una
setmana

Knowledge (n): coneixement
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Communication: translations and summaries

In the course of your working life, you will probably need to translate a lot of from
English into your own language. You may need to translate a manual, a business
letter, or a set of instructions, for example. You will do so either for yourself or for
the benefit of others. In the latter case, it is very important to produce an accurate
translation, so it is necessary to learn the techniques to translate a text.

As a learner of English, a translation will be very useful to become aware of the
differences between English and your own language and avoid mistakes in the
expression.

In a working environment, summaries are not as common activities as translations,
but you may sometimes need to summarize a text, for example, when you look for
information to make a presentation, or write a report. In these cases, you do not
copy the original text, but summarize it in your own words to transmit only the
basic information.

Summarizing a text is especially useful to develop your reading skills because in a
summary you must only retain the important information. With good summarizing
skills, you will be able to read and understand an English text very quickly.

Translating a text
When we learn a foreign language, we translate from our mother tongue into the
target language all the time. This is called direct translation.

For example, when we read an English text, we mentally translate the text into
our own language. When we write, we think what we need to say in our language
and then we write it down in English. When we speak, we think in our mother
tongue and then we translate our thoughts into the foreign language. This process
is normal when we study English outside an English speaking context, but it
can generate many mistakes because there are a lot of syntactical and lexical
differences between the two languages. In fact, learning a foreign language means
learning to ‘think’ in another language.

Apart from this personal use, we will probably need to make translations at work,
especially if we are in frequent contact with other countries. In the business world,
most correspondence, professional documents and manuals are in English, so we
should learn how to translate a written text as accurately as possible.

The most important thing to make a good translation is to have a good knowledge
of the grammatical rules of both your language and of the foreign language. You
should remember that we do not only have to translate the words, but also the
syntactical structures.

Spanish and Catalan belong to different linguistic families from English (Catalan
and Spanish are Romanic languages and English is a Germanic language). This
means that the syntactical structures are often very different. For example, let’s
consider the English sentence: I’m 25 years old. If we translate only the words,
the result is: Cat. Jo sóc 25 anys vell or Sp. Soy 25 años viejo, what makes little

WordReference is a very
good online dictionary.
See the ‘Interesting links’
section for a link to the
dictionary.
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sense. We must also translate the syntactical structure, and say: Cat. Jo tinc 25
anys or Sp. Tengo 25 años.

Using a dictionary
To find the meaning of words, the most important tool is, of course, a good
bilingual dictionary. You may want to use a pocket dictionary for the translation
of individual words or small texts, but you will need a bigger dictionary for more
‘professional’ translations. However, the best option is an online dictionary. In the
web, you can find thousands of dictionaries: you may choose general language
dictionaries or specialized dictionaries of your field of interest.

Finding the right meaning of a word, however, is not always a simple task because
words may have a lot of different meanings and we must know which one is correct
in a specific context. To illustrate this, let’s study a dictionary entry for the word
start and follow the process for finding the correct meaning:

Figura 3.1. Dictionary entry

Source: www.wordreference.com

Let’s imagine that we need to translate the English sentence I couldn’t start the
car into Spanish. To find the correct translation, we should follow these steps:

1. Is the word start a noun? a verb? an adjective? The context will give you
the answer. From its position in the sentence (after the modal verb couldn’t),
the word can only be a verb, which has a direct object (the car).

2. Next, look at the abbreviations: vi (intransitive verb), vtr (transitive verb),
n(noun). As start has a direct object, it is a transitive verb. Therefore, we
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must look at the translations under the abbreviation vtr.

3. There are different translations of start as a transitive verb, so which is the
correct one? To find out, look at the words in brackets next to the entry:
these words either explain the context in which the word appear or they give
a synonym. The words say: (begin) and (machine).

4. The direct object is a car, so we look at the Spanish translation when the
words refers to a machine. It says: encender, poner en marcha.

5. Now we already know the meaning of start, so we can translate the sentence:
Sp. No pude poner el coche en marcha. Once we know the meaning, we
can choose the most appropriate translation for that idea. For example, we
can also say: Sp. No pude arrancar el coche.

Using an automatic translator
In the past few years, automatic translators have become very useful tools for
translating texts. Automatic translators are more and more accurate everyday, but
they still generate many mistakes, especially because sometimes the programme
does not distinguish the context with enough precision. Many mistakes are
also produced because the programme cannot recognize a word as a result of
mispellings or inappropriate punctuation.

An automatic translator is very useful at work when you need to understand a text,
but if you must give the translation to someone else, it is necessary to go through
a process of revision and correction to identify all the mistakes.

If you are working on a translation to learn English, then you should not use an
automatic translator. There is no point in letting a programme do all the work
for you. In this case, the best thing is to translate all the sentences that you can
understand and use a dictionary only to look up the unkown words. Remember
that you must not translate the words literally: sometimes you may also need to
change the syntactical structure.

Reversed translations
Sometimes, we may need to translate a text from our mother tongue into
English, especially when we must write a text in English. This is called
‘reversed translation’.
The problem of reversed translations is that the text in English is usually
full of mistakes, especially if we use an automatic translator. When we
write a text in our own language, we tend to use long, complex sentences
and a vocabulary with many expressions that do not have equivalent forms
in English. We also make frequent spelling mistakes (even in our own
language!). All this generates a text full of bad translations, so the text should
be corrected very carefully before sending it to other people.
If you must write a text as part of your learning process, you should not
use an automatic translator. The objective of writing is that you gradually
learn the appropriate words and syntactical structures of another language to
express your ideas.

See the ‘Interesting links’
section for a link to the
Google Translator.
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Summarizing a text
The objective of a summary is to explain the main ideas of a text in a few sentences.
Summaries are very useful to practise the reading and listening skills because they
help to concentrate our attention in the most important information. When we read
or listen to a text, we should be able to summarize the contents.

When writing a summary, remember the following:

• Include only the basic information.

• Do not include secondary information, as for example, details, sentences to
reinforce the main point, examples to illustrate the ideas, etc.

• Do not express your own opinion, or add information that is not in the text.

Here are some tips to help you write a good summary:

• First of all, read the text to get a general idea of its contents.

• Read the text again and underline the three or four most important ideas.

• Without looking at the text again, write a few sentences about the text from
memory. Try to use your own words.

• Read the text again and check your summary. Make sure that you have
included all the important information.

• If you think that the summary is too long, cut out the unnecessary details.

• Check your summary to locate lexical or syntactical mistakes. Correct them,
if necessary.

Here is an example of summary:

Original text

The Island

In recent years, we have seen significant developments in cloning. Sheep, cows, cats and,
more recently, dogs that have been cloned in the name of scientific progress. One of the
potential uses of cloning is to ‘grow’ replacement organs in human clones for people who
are ill. It is this subject that is portrayed in a new film released this week in the USA called
‘The Island’.

The film features Ewan McGregor and Scarlett Johansson and it raises awareness of this
highly controversial moral issue. However, in spite of excellent performances from both
main actors and spectacular special effects, the film received a disappointing reaction from
American audiences. It is possible that the subject is too difficult and that some audiences
prefer thrillers without the moral dilemmas. The film opens in the UK next week and it will
be interesting to see how the British audiences react.

Summary

The new film ‘The Island’, which deals with the controversial subject of cloning people, has
not been received well in the USA. Although the acting and effects are very good, some
audiences may have been disappointed by the moral message of the film.
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Grammar reference: the comparative and the relative sentences

Two frequently-used types of sentences are the comparative sentences and the
relative sentences. As the name clearly indicates, the former is used to compare
two or more things. When this happens, the adjective or the adverb sometimes
takes a specific form, which is called the comparative form.

On the other hand, the relative sentences are complex sentences composed of a
main clause and a subordinate relative clause. The relative clause expresses some
characteristic or adds information about a noun in the main clause. It functions
very much like an adjective.

The comparative sentences
When we need to compare two or more things, we must use the comparative forms
of the adjectives or the adverbs. We can distinguish between:

• Comparative forms (superiority or equality): they are used to compare
one thing to another.

• Superlative forms: they are used to compare one to two or more things.

Comparative of inferiority
There is also a comparative form of inferiority, but it is little used. We
normally express the difference with a comparative of superiority.
We express inferiority with:

• LESS: intelligent > less intelligent (comparative)

• LEAST: intelligent > the least intelligent (superlative)

There are several rules for the formation of comparatives and superlatives.

Comparative and superlative adjectives (superiority):

The table shows the rules to form comparative and superlative adjectives:

Taula 3.3. Comparative and superlative adjectives

Type of word Comparative form Superlative form Example

One-syllable words -ER -EST sad > sadder, the
saddest

Two-syllable words
ending in -y, -le and -er

-ER -EST happy > happier, the
happiest
noble > nobler, the
noblest
clever > cleverer, the
cleverest

Words of more than 2
syllables

MORE MOST interesting > more
interesting, the most
interesting

Past participles MORE MOST broken > more broken,
the most broken
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Taula 3.3 (continuació)

Type of word Comparative form Superlative form Example

Irregular forms —- —- good > better, the best
bad > worse, the worst

Comparative and superlative adverbs (superiority):

Here are the rules for the formation of comparative and superlative adverbs.

Taula 3.4. Comparative and superlative adverbs

Type of word Comparative form Superlative form Example

Adverbs ending in -ly MORE MOST slowly > more slowly, the
most slowly

Adverbs not ending in -ly -ER -EST hard > harder, the
hardest
late > later, the latest

Irregular forms —- —- well > better, the best
badly > worse, the worst
far > farther, the farthest
little > less, the least

Notes:

• In a comparative sentence, we must use the conjunction than (Cat.
que) to link the two terms of the comparison. Do not confuse than
with that. For example: John is older than his brother.

• The superlative adjectives and adverbs must have the article the. For
example: I think she’s the richest person I’ve ever known.

• We can use the quantifiers much (Cat. molt) and a little (Cat. una
mica) before a comparative form: much bigger, a little more slowly,
etc.

Examples of comparative sentences:

• Who came earlier: John or his son? (Cat. Qui va arribar abans: John o el
seu fill?).

• I think John came earlier than his son. (Cat. Crec que John va arribar abans
que el seu fill.)

• I’ve found today’s meeting more interesting than yesterday’s. (Cat. He
trobat la reunió d’avui més interessant que la d’ahir.)

• I think we must work much harder. (Cat. Crec que hem de treballar molt
més)

• This programme is a little better than the other one. (Cat. Aquest programa
és una mica millor que l’altre)
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• I didn’t go to that restaurant because it was more expensive. (Cat. No vaig
anar a aquell restaurant perquè era més car)

• You should take your job more seriously. (Cat. T’hauries de prendre la feina
més seriosament.)

• Could you call back later please? (Cat. Podria trucar més tard si us plau?)

Examples of superlative sentences:

• That’s the most stupid thing I’ve ever heard. (Cat. És la cosa més estúpida
que he sentit mai.)

• You are the best, Maria! (Cat. Ets la millor, Maria!)

• Could you tell me the quickest way to the Hilton please? (Cat. Em podria
indicar el camí més ràpid per anar al Hilton si us plau?)

• Claire is the most intelligent person I’ve ever met. (Cat. Claire és la persona
més intel·ligent que he conegut mai.)

• I had the worst experience in my life. (Cat. Vaig tenir la pitjor experiència
de la meva vida.)

• I’d like to escape to the farthest country in the world. (Cat. M’agradaria
escapar-me al país més llunyà del món.)

• The meeting lasted three minutes, the shortest in my life! (Cat. la reunió va
durar tres minuts, la més curta de la meva vida!)

• After his retirement, Mr Green is the happiest man on earth. (Cat. Després
de la seva jubilació, el Sr Green és l’home més feliç de la terra.)

Some expressions are commonly associated with superlative sentences. For
example:

• ... in my life (Cat. ...de la meva vida)

• ... in town (Cat. ...de la ciutat)

• ... on earth (Cat. ...de la terra)

• ... in the world (Cat. ...del món)

• ... (that) I’ve ever seen (Cat. ...que he vist mai)

• ... (that) I’ve ever heard (Cat. ...que he sentit mai)

• ... (that) I’ve ever met (Cat. ...que he conegut mai)

• ... (that) I’ve ever had (Cat. ...que he tingut mai)

• ... (that) I’ve ever been to (Cat. ...on he estat mai)

That is often omitted in the spoken language.
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Comparative adjectives and adverbs (equality):

All the adjectives and adverbs express equality like this:

• Affirmative sentences: AS...AS: big > as big as, early > as early as, good
> as good as

• Negative sentences: NOT SO...AS: intelligent > not so intelligent as, well >
not so well as, happy > not so happy as

Examples of comparative sentences of equality:

• Tell me as clearly as possible. (Cat. Explica-m’ho tan clarament com sigui
possible.)

• I see no difference: Claire is as good as Jenny. (Cat. No hi veig cap
diferència: Claire és tan bona com Jenny / ...Claire val tant com Jenny.)

• I must walk as far as you. (Cat. Haig de caminar tan lluny com tu.)

• You must work as hard as you can. (Cat. Has de treballar tant com puguis.)

• The test was not so difficult as I thought. (Cat. El test no va ser tan difícil
com em pensava.)

• He didn’t speak so much as it was expected. (Cat. No va parlar tant com
s’esperava.)

• English is not so difficult as it seems. (Cat. L’anglès no és tan difícil com
sembla.)

• Please call me back as soon as possible. (Cat. Si us plau, truca’m tan aviat
com puguis.)

The relative sentences
A relative sentence is composed of:

• A main clause

• A relative clause

Here is an example of relative sentence:

• The interview is the moment when the company speaks with the applicants.

In this sentence, the main clause is: The interview is the moment... and the relative
clause is: ...when the company speaks with the applicants.

Here are the characteristics of the relative sentences:
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• The objective of a relative clause is to give information about a noun, which
is called the antecedent. In the example above, the antecedent is the moment.

• The relative clause is introduced by the relative pronoun. In our example,
the relative pronoun is when. The use of the relative pronouns depends on
the antecedent and also on their function within the relative clause.

• Relative sentences are often used to define concepts. In the example, the
sentence defines the term interview.

• There are two types of relative clauses: defining relative clauses and non-
defining relative clauses.

The relative pronouns:

The relative pronouns are the same as the interrogative pronouns, except that.

The table shows the English relative pronouns and their use.

Taula 3.5. The relative pronouns

The relative pronoun is ... ... if the antecedent is ...

who a person (subject)

whose a person (possessive)
a thing (possessive)

whom a person (complement)

which a thing

that person (subject)
a thing (subject)

where a place adverbial

when a time adverbial

why the word reason

Notes:

• That is used with people and things as an alternative to who and which.

• The possessive whose is used both for people and things.

• Whom is used for people, but only when it makes the function of
complement in the relative clause. Whom is mostly used in formal
written texts. In informal texts and in speech, the most common form
is who.

The defining relative clauses:

The defining relative clauses are used to define or give important information about
a noun (the antecedent). Without the relative clause, the idea is incomplete and it
makes no sense.
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Examples:

• Mr Smith is the man who / that will help you in your new job. (Cat. Mr
Smith és l’home que t’ajudarà a la teva nova feina.)

• That’s the park where I met my wife twenty years ago. (Cat. Aquest és el
parc on vaig conèixer la meva dona fa vint anys.)

• The things which / that you have bought are on the table. (Cat. Les coses
que has comprat estan sobre la taula.)

• Here is the woman who/that knows so much about computers. (Cat. Aquí
està la dona que sap tant d’ordinadors.)

• Is that the boy whose sister died in an accident? (Cat: És aquest el noi la
germana del qual va morir en un accident?)

• The people whom we met in the meeting were all Australian. (Cat. Les
persones que vam conèixer a la reunió eren totes australianes.)

• The reason why they have come is unkown. (Cat. La raó per la qual han
vingut és desconeguda.)

• He is looking for a job which /that suits his interests. (Cat. Està buscant una
feina que s’avingui amb els seus interessos.)

The non-defining relative clauses:

This type of relative clause does not define or give important information. It simply
adds some extra information about the antecedent. Non-defining relative clauses
are always written between commas (sometimes in brackets). We can eliminate
the relative clause without affecting the meaning of the sentence.

Examples:

• Mr Smith, who has a lot of experience, will help you in your new job. (Cat:
Mr Smith, que té molta experiència, t’ajudarà en la teva nova feina.)

• This park, where I met my wife twenty years ago, is one of the smallest in
the town. (Cat: Aquest parc, on vaig conèixer la meva dona fa vint anys, és
un dels més petits de la ciutat.)

• The things, which I bought yesterday, are on the table. (Cat. Les coses que
vaig comprar ahir són a la taula.)

• This hotel, where Madonna stays when she’s in the city, is the most
expensive I know. (Cat. Aquest hotel, on s’hi allotja Madonna quan ve
a la ciutat, és el més car que conec.)

• My company, which repairs computers, is called HappyComputers Ltd.
(Cat. La meva empresa, que repara ordinadors, es diu HappyComputers
Ltd.)
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• Sabrina, whom I met in a wedding, is now my wife. (Cat. Sabrina, a qui
vaig conèixer a un casament, és ara la meva dona.)

• In 1964, when I was born, my parents moved to this house. (Cat. L’any
1964, que és quan jo vaig néixer, els meus pares es van traslladar a aquesta
casa.)

In non-defining relative clauses, the relative pronouns that and why are not used.

Omission of the relative pronoun
In the spoken language, it is possible to express a relative sentence without
the relative pronoun, but only when the relative pronoun is not the subject
of the relative clause. Compare these two sentences:

• The person (whom) I met last night was Jackson (Cat. La persona a qui
vaig conèixer anit era en Jackson): you can say the sentence without
whom because the pronoun is the indirect object of the relative clause,
and not the subject.

• The person who came to the party last night was Jackson (Cat. La
persona que va venir a la festa d’anit era en Jackson): you cannot
eliminate who because it is the subject of the relative clause.
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